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Summary: Background. Traditionally, the female belt range extended to C5, but in current rock/pop Broadway
productions, women are often required to belt up to an F5. This recent extension of the belt voice beyond C5 is a
significant change, and female musical theater singers need effective strategies to produce these higher belt notes.
Objective. The intent of this study was to gain a clear understanding of the strategies used to successfully teach and
produce the higher range of the female musical theater belt voice.
Methods. The study is a qualitative design composed of two data collection methods: interviews with four nationally
recognized master musical theater voice teachers and 17 of their female belt students, and observations of the master
teachers working with these students in their private studios.
Results. There was much consensus among the teachers and singers on the strategies of producing the higher belt
range, such as incorporating more head voice involvement with closed vowels and maintaining a speech-like quality.
Singers report that they produce high belt notes with more of a mix vocal approach. Teachers suggest that female voice
type may determine the extent of a singer’s ability in this high belt range.
Conclusions. The high belt will be narrow, based on closed vowels, mixing in some degree of head voice function.
Although this study has revealed some guidelines for the female musical theater high belt and similar strategies among
master teachers, voice teachers should be aware of the variability of their female musical theater voice students.
Key Words: Female belting–Belt voice–Musical theater–Broadway–High belt–Contemporary belt–Teaching–
Singing.

INTRODUCTION

Female belt singing is an established form of female vocal pro-
duction, and the demands for this type of singing in musical the-
ater are increasing and evolving. The female musical theater
belt voice emerged on the musical comedy stage at the begin-
ning of the 20th century as a way for the unamplified female
voice to be heard in its middle, more speech-like range.1

Thus, the Broadway belt sound emerged as female musical the-
ater singers reworked their vocal approach to sound more like
speech in the range of C4 to C5. The original Broadway belt
sound is most often credited to Ethel Merman in the 1930
Gershwin production ofGirl Crazy. In this production, Merman
sustained a C5 in the song ‘‘I Got Rhythm’’ with a powerful
sound, giving her, and the Broadway belt sound, immediate
recognition.2 Currently, within musical theater singing, the
female belt is the most archetypal sound.

The traditional female belt range, exemplified by singers like
Ethel Merman and Patti LuPone, typically extended to a C5.
However, in a little over a decade, the range of the female
belt voice has changed more drastically than in the previous
7 decades because of the rapid increase of the rock/pop musical.
On the basis of the July 2012 theatrical listings found in Play-
bill, 14 of the 25 musicals being produced on Broadway were
written in the style of the rock/pop musical. In rock/pop
inspired productions, such as Wicked (2003) and Heathers

(2014), women are now required to sound like rock/pop singers
and produce the belt sound to the top of the staff and beyond, up
to an E5 and F5.3 This higher extension of the female musical
theater belt voice, demonstrated by singers like Idina Menzel
and Eden Espinosa, is a significant change. Similar to how fe-
male musical theater singers had to adjust their singing tech-
nique to produce the Broadway belt sound in the 1930’s,
current female musical theater singers have had to adjust their
vocal strategies to sing these higher belt notes.

One of the unique characteristics of the female belt voice is
that it is often defined by what it is not: the classical voice. It
is generally accepted that the physicality of the female musical
theater belt sound is produced by a different set of vocal func-
tions than those of classical singing.3

Determining the specifics of those vocal functions is chal-
lenging to establish. Studies aiming to define the traditional
belt range (to C5) through physical and acoustic characteristics
of the belt voice have produced inconclusive data.4 Further-
more, at the time of the research of this article, little research
has been published on the physical or acoustic characteristics
of the female belt voice in the higher range above C5.

Voice teachers have differing views on the physical charac-
teristics of belting and mainly debate its registration. Perhaps
the oldest and most prevalent belief is that belt singing is
completely a thyroarytenoid (chest voice) function that is
forced beyond its typical classical vocal range of E4 or F4,
thus deeming it a controversial technique.5 Yet, many voice
teachers believe that belting is a chest voice dominant function
that also uses mechanisms of cricothyroid (head voice) func-
tion. These teachers believe that the belt sound is created using
a mix of the chest and head registers, particularly as the pitch
ascends. However, for some voice teachers who consider all
singing, regardless of style or genre to be created by a mix or
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blend of vocal registers, this limiting definition of the belt voice
is problematic.6

Because the physical characteristics of belting are unclear,
the techniques and pedagogy for this style of singing are also
unclear. The numerous techniques and beliefs used to teach
female belt singing are often contradictory and most voice
teachers at colleges and universities do not have specific
training in musical theater singing because it is such a recent
area of academic study.7

Voice teachers in academia, public schools, and private stu-
dios are encountering a growing population of students wanting
to study and perform this genre, yet its pedagogy remains unset-
tled. A synthesis of successful and reputable teaching of the belt
singing technique, particularly the more recent higher range of
belting, seems to be lacking, even while the style continues to
be modeled and used on Broadway. This complicated singing
style must be taught carefully to create the specific and age-
appropriate sound, while avoiding vocal damage. Therefore,
to appropriately address the needs of female musical theater
singers, established and effective strategies for teaching the
high belt voice are needed.

METHODS

Overview of method

The purpose of this study was to explore high belt singing with
four master teachers of the style, to determine the extent to
which they use common techniques to teach this skill and agree
on general characteristics of its parameters. To carry out this
purpose, the following research questions were explored:

1. What strategies do teachers use to train the high belt
technique?

2. What strategies do singers use to produce the high belt
technique?

To answer these questions, the study was a qualitative design
composed of two data collection methods: interviews with four
nationally recognized master musical theater voice teachers and
17 of their students, and observations of the master teachers
working with these students in their private studios.

Role of researcher

The researcher has been a female musical theater belter for over
25 years. The researcher’s development as a belter began before
the progression of the higher female belt range, and traditional
female belters have been greatly influential on the researcher’s
belt voice and preferences. Understanding the current industry
demands of musical theater, the researcher wanted to remain
open-minded to the strategies and styles associated with the
high female belt production to help voice teachers connect to
this material. From an educational standpoint, the researcher
has served as head of several collegiate musical theater degree
programs, primarily teaching voice lessons to musical theater
students. In qualitative research, the experience and knowledge
of the researcher is considered to be a benefit to the study. In this
way, the researcher’s personal experience with the female

musical theater belt voice, from performance and educational
perspectives, was beneficial for analyzing the results of the ob-
servations and facilitating the interviews of this study.

Research approach

Female musical theater high belt pedagogy was examined
through the lens of qualitative research, using interviews and
observations to create case studies of four nationally recognized
master teachers. Case studies can reveal ‘‘knowledge we would
not otherwise have access to.’’8 Observing voice lessons in the
studios of master teachers gave access to a typically private
occurrence. Qualitative interviews were used to gather data
and insights on how teachers and singers work with the female
musical theater belt voice.9 The interviews were semistructured
and exploratory to allow the teachers’ and singers’ experiences
with female musical theater belt pedagogy and production to be
heard.10 Interviewing the teachers and their students, and
observing their work in private voice lessons, gave direct access
to the process of female musical theater belt pedagogy.
Detailing the context of teaching female musical theater

singers to belt in a voice lesson is imperative to understanding
its comprehensive pedagogy. To document ‘‘human behavior
and experience in context,’’ portraiture approaches were used
during the observations and interviews, and this approach
also considers the background of the researcher to be essential
to the outcome of the research.11 In this way, the researcher’s
experience as a female musical theater belter and teacher was
an asset for this study.
To create the case study of each master teacher, at least

2 days were spent at their private studio, interviewing and
observing them. Each master teacher was observed during
eight-hour–long lessons, for total of 32 hours of observations.
Field notes were taken during these observations to capture
the overall experience of the voice lessons and specific high
belt singing techniques and exercises. The master teachers
and their students were also interviewed, yielding a total of
13 hours of interviews. These interviews were audio-
recorded and transcribed. To increase validity, the transcribed
interviews were sent to each master teacher and student via
e-mail for member checks.

Participants

The principal participants of this study were four nationally
recognized voice teachers who primarily teach musical theater
singers. For a balanced perspective, two male and two female
participants were selected. The master teachers’ age range is
between 45 and 65 years. Additionally, 17 students of the
master voice teachers were interviewed. These students were
female musical theater singers, and their age rangewas between
18 and 40 years.

Recruiting

Because of the evolving nature of the discipline, having hands-
on teaching experience with female musical theater singers is
imperative for understanding its current pedagogy. With this
in mind, four master teacher participants were identified as
having at least 15 years experience teaching musical theater
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